
General Music Grades 7-8 Rhythm / Time Signature Worksheet  

( Chrome Music Lab- Rhythm / Time Signature Unit March 30 - April 3, 2020 ) 

 Chrome Music Lab Activity Link:  https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Rhythm/ 

At the beginning of practically any score of music you have ever looked at and will ever look at, 

there are numbers and symbols which clarify how to interpret the music notation on the score 

in front of you. As a music learner, you’ve become familiar with these numeric symbols and you 

know that the numbers tell you how to interpret the music’s rhythms, to count and keep track of 

the music in time, and that if you’re playing with other performers—the numbers help you stay 

together! 

For this General Music Assignment, we are going to explore Rhythm by using various Time 

Signatures to create a short Rhythm Composition.  

Directions: Please (click on the Music Activity Link above) Once opened, follow the directions 

below to begin your music rhythm composition journey. 

Directions: This Rhythm Link (Above) has several different Time Signatures you can explore, by 

using animated animals playing instruments. Listen to each of these You Tube Links to become 

familiar with each Time Signature. 

1.) Two Pink Monkeys in the Rhythm Link above, represent 3/4 ( Three Quarter or Waltz Temp ) 

     The second most common meter, 3/4, each measure has three quarter note beats. Of course, this 

doesn’t mean that only quarter notes exist in this meter. You may have one half note and one quarter 

note, or you may have six eighth notes, but either way, the combination gives the listener a waltz or 

swaying feeling.  Here is an example of 3/4 time: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlS43jF0ZkE 

( Here's a fun body percussion game based on 3/4 waltz time you can try in addition to this assignment): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7qrrhKqRxE 

       

2.) Two Aqua Wildebeests represent 4/4 ( Four Quarter  or Common Time ) 

      The most common meter in music is 4/4. It’s so common that its other name is common time and  

the two numbers in the time signature are often replaced by the letter C. In 4/4, the stacked numbers 

tell you that each measure contains four quarter note beats. So, to count 4/4 meter, each time you tap 

the beat, you’re tapping the equivalent of one quarter note.  Here is an example of a metronomic link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLgiBXZ72zE 

 

3.) Two Light Blue Buffalos represent  5/4 ( Five Four or Odd meter Time ) 

      Odd meter time signatures (such as 5/4) often represent music which can be divided into different 

beat patterns in each measure. Here are examples of the beat patterns for these time signatures.           

1- 2 - 3 - 4 - 5    123 4 -5    or    1 - 2  345  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejyUDskxplk 

 

4.) Two Orange Parrots represent 6/8 ( Six Eight Time )  

      A time signature of 6/8 means counting  6 eighth notes to each bar. This is also a very often-

used time signature. You would count the beat:   1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,   1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and so on…6/8 is 

grouped into 2 groups of 3 eighth notes, So you can also count each grouping of eighth by tapping your 

foot in two. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Z9i8_OoBxg 
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Assignment:  

 For each of the different animal families (Time Signatures) displayed, on the Chrome 

Music Lab Rhythm link, Come up with a unique rhythm pattern that represents each 

TIME Signature. Using the different Percussion sounds to design a drum beat / rhythm 

that fits THAT particular time signature. 

Pink Monkey Example:   

* (The lowered circles in this, represent different timbres or sounds of drums) 

1.) Three Quarter Time: ( 3/4 ) 

 

             

             

             

              

             

             

Write down (Draw) the Shape Pattern that YOU use for each Time Signature on a Piece of 

Paper, or the back of this sheet. Make sure to number each example and identify what the Time 

signature is:    

             

 1.) 3 /4           

  

 

            

 2.) 4/4           

  

 

 3.)         5/4 

 

 

 4.)        6/8 


